Cylindrical Near to far field antenna transformation is expressed as a plane wave synthesis problem where a plane wave is produced by a cylindrical current distribution that encloses the Antenna Under Test (AUT). The current distribution that produces the plane wave is directly derived from the near to far field transformation algorithm.
INfl DUClIN
In near to far field antenna measurements the Antenna Under Test (AUT) near fields are measured on an enclosing surface close to the AUT. The AUT far fields are found after processing these near fields. Planar, cylindrical and spherical scanning surfaces are used in practice. In order to perform the near to far field transformation, the near fields must be known on the entire surface that encloses the AUT. In the planar and cylindrical case, this condition implies that the surface must spread to -infinity. In practice an error is associated to the limited extent of the measurement surface. This error is usually known as truncation error. The effect of this error on the antenna far field pattern is among other factors heavily dependent on the AUT characteristics. The formulation of the near to far field transformation as a plane wave synthesis process allows to express the truncation error as a deterioration of the synthesized wave. In this way the performance of the near field range can be expressed independently of the AUT. On the other hand, plane wave quality is a common figure of merit in compact or far field ranges. reflects the fact that two probes are required to perform the near to far field transformation. Consider now that a cylindrical array of probes is constructed and each probe is fed at its input by a voltage given by w ( z X, '). The AUT response to the cylindrical array can be found as: An iterating approach to find weight functions that produce good approximations to plane waves in a certain volume with finite sources is found in [11. In our case we are interested in finding the weights that are inherently implicit in the transformation algorithm. The cylindrical near to far field transformation is well described elsewhere [2, 3] , and can be written in the following way:
EXPRESSION OF THE CYLINDRICAL NEAR TO FAR FIELD TRANSFORMATON AS
[F0 (kzo, 00) Jr Notice that ( infinitesimal dipoles. Figure 2 shows the electrical field components along the z axis when a vertical plane wave is synthesized. Figure 3 shows the plane wave error function along the z axis, for vertical plane wave, for different incident angles. Finally, figure 4 shows the rms value of the plane wave error computed along the z axis for different cylinder lengths and in function of the incident angle.
The asterisk shows the validity angle (0 ,) for the different cylinders defined as:
tanO=3 Zm -(13) 2(pO-a) Notice that for the different cylinder lengths, the rms value of the plane wave error function is approximately the same when the plane wave incident angle is the validity angle. On the other hand, in figure 4 the top horizontal line is the rms value of the plane wave error considering only a quadratic phase error along the z axis. The maximum error is nt/ 8 as in the usual far field criteria.
CQBCL<UQIQNS
The cylindrical near to far field transformation has been expressed as a plane wave synthesis process. In this way the truncation error due to the finite length of the measurement cylinder can be studied as a deterioration of the synthesized plane wave. By using an error criteria it is possible to compare a cylindrical near field antenna measurement facility with a compact or a far field range on plane wave quality basis. 
